How do we empower our students through education?
During the two years of studying at the PROJECT-E Hospitality Institute, the students are taught in the academic subjects of Hotel Operations. In regular internships, the students can apply their gained knowledge in first-class partner hotels of Addis Ababa. PROJECT-E students
leave PROJECT-E with a “Certificate for Hotel Operations Level 2”.
Furthermore, we place a high value on the life-skills-training we provide: this encompasses English and French lessons, presentation training, self-esteem workshops and courses about health, family planning
and human rights. We believe that these skills are vitally important
for the students’ growth as independent women. Thanks to this comprehensive curriculum, the students get the possibility to reach their
potential and to become both competitive employees and independent,
empowered women.

Empower women - donate today! Nearly 100% of your donation benefits
our students in Addis Ababa directly.
IBAN: DE19 4306 0967 6029 5779 00

PROJECT-E, an internationally run NGO, endeavours to empower
young Ethiopian women through education. PROJECT-E provides
them with a comprehensive education that is market-oriented, practical and complemented by life skills-training and language courses.

PROJECT-E’s Hospitality Institute
PROJECT-E takes a qualitative approach to the hospitality sector in
Ethiopia. We provide young women with a full scholarship for our accredited, praxis-oriented training in hospitality. The growing tourism
sector in Ethiopia requires highly qualified staff. Therefore, as an organisation, we try to meet this demand by training our students to bring
not only international standards in hotel operations to the workplace
but also communication, language and interpersonal skills.

PROJECT-E’s Vision
PROJECT-E seeks to empower young women to become competent and
independent and ultimately contribute to the socio-economic development of Ethiopia. In turn, we hope that our programme helps students
to improve their quality of life as well as more generally reducing the
level of poverty.

PROJECT-E’s Mission
Our mission is to give the privilege of education to as many disadvantaged Ethiopian women as we can. We strive to assist every student in
activating her potential as efficiently and effectively as possible.

We support 40 women annually in our long-term training and 60 in
our short-term training. We train our students in 5 simulation rooms,
collaborate with more than 15 high-class partner hotels and issue 2
Hotel Operations Certificates. 60% of the programme consists of interships, as we also invite on average 2 guest speakers monthly.

